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" You won't find any professional models here -  
just locals who were willing to pose for the camera.
To date I have not worked with stylists, assistants 
or the like. The photos were inspired at a moment’s 
notice, fuelled only by the personalities of the  

individual models."

Born in Munich in 1989, Milla made a name for  
herself at the age of 20 when she tapped her lifelong 
creativity by founding a photo studio in a small town in  
Bavaria/Germany. 
She successfully established a niche the region did not 
realize it was missing – one of fashion, glamour and  
style brought within reach of the girl next door. 
What her clients value most is her skill to reveal the  
natural beauty within every man and woman, while  
avoiding cliché. 
Her talents have since been recognized far beyond 
the city limits, a clear indication that continued growth  
means moving forward to bigger challenges.
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